Identification of the malK gene product. A peripheral membrane component of the Escherichia coli maltose transport system.
The malK gene product of Escherichia coli has been identified through the use of a previously described technique that employs gene fusions (Shuman, H. A., Silhavy, T. J., and Beckwith, J. R. (1980) J. Biol. Chem. 255, 168-174). This protein, along with the four other products of the malB locus, comprise the complete maltose transport system. The malK protein has a molecular weight of approximately 40,000 and is located in the cell envelope. In mutant strains which lack another component of the transport system, the malG protein, the malK protein is located in the cytoplasm. This alteration in location suggests that the malK protein is associated with the inner surface of the cytoplasmic membrane via an interaction with the malG protein.